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Week 8: 6th Grade Studies 

 Week 8 will be focusing on heroes of Ancient Roman World. Specifically, Hannibal of Carthage. While 

not a Roman himself he well known to Rome. He was the general of Carthage, Rome’s greatest enemy, and 

fought in multiple wars with Rome. We also study Julius Caesar and the Ides of March. We will learn about 

Hannibal and Caesar over the course of the week and how their lives follow the heroes journey you learned 

about in S.S. and ELA earlier in the year. Afterwards you will be asked to write a story that follows the heroes’ 

journey. Your story should be set in the Mythical World you have been creating and adding to in S.S. and ELA. 

Schedule for Week 8 SS (5/18 – 5/22) 
Monday: Vocabulary to Use for Heroes Journey Story 
 

Tuesday: Julius Caesar and the Ides of March 
*Video Lesson Being Recorded for this Day 

Wednesday: Hannibal Crossing the Alps 
*Video Lesson Being Created for this Day 

Thursday: Tips for Creating Your Hero for Your World 
 

Friday: Tips for Creating Your Hero for Your World 
*Video Lesson Being Recorded 

 

Standards Being Assessed This Week: 

• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.4  
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including vocabulary specific 
to domains related to history/social studies. 

• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.7  
Integrate visual information (e.g., in charts, graphs, photographs, videos, or maps) with other 
information in print and digital texts. 

• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.1  
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources.  
 

Contact Information for Social Studies 

Mr. Stringham 
zstringham@northmasonschools.org 
Office Hours M-F 11-3 
Available via Remind and Email. 
 
*If you need the remind code. The codes can be found 
on the first page of every packet from Week 1 
through Week 6 or you can email me. 

Ms. Plas 
mplas@northmasonschools.org 

Office Hours M-F 10-4 

Zoom Meetings:  
Monday 2 p.m. 
Mtg ID 839 5689 9655 
Code MsPlas 

Zoom Meetings: 
Wednesday 11 a.m. 
Mtg ID  852 5412 7254 
Code MsPlas 

 

 

Rick Steves’ Has Lots of Cool Travel Videos If Your Bored: https://www.youtube.com/user/RickSteves  

 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/7/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/7/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/1/
mailto:zstringham@northmasonschools.org
mailto:mplas@northmasonschools.org
https://www.youtube.com/user/RickSteves
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Instructions for 5/18: Life is More Vivid with Choice and Vocabulary 

This is week is more geared towards creating one good piece of work as opposed to lots of 

work. We will be revisiting the “Tips for Creating Your Hero For Your World” page located at the end 

of the packet a few times this week. For Monday all I would like you to: 

1. Browse and read through the outline for traits of a hero. Your goal for this first reading is to 

understand the structure of the outline and the different sections along with vocabulary in 

it. You should understand the distinctions between different terms that sound similar. 

2. Choose if you are going to create your own hero who is from the world you have been 

building in ELA/SS to describe or choose a historical hero (feel free to message me if you 

want confirm who you are choosing in that case). 

 

Example Question: What is the difference between wisdom and intelligence? 

Example Answer: While both are traits of a well-educated person and both have to do with 

being smart, they have slightly different meanings. Intelligence is knowing information of facts 

and ideas. This might make you well read or an expert in a field. Wisdom on the other hand is 

the knowledge of applying your intelligence to real world situations. You can be incredibly 

intelligent but not be wise and vice versa. Think of it like book smarts vs. street smarts. 

 

Vocabulary Comprehension Questions: The purpose of this vocabulary assignment is to understand 

nuances between words. Another way of saying this is how is a word similar and how are they 

different. What situation would one apply over the other? Using my example above it may be wise to 

act stupid if accidently broke the law instead asserting how intelligent you are. You need to look at 

the description in the tip sheet. 

 

1. What is the difference between perception and insight? 

2. What is the difference between persuasive and deception? 

3. What is the difference between being acrobatic and athletic? 

4. What is the difference between survival and medicine? 

 

I would like you to do the same thing on a separate piece of paper. 
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Instructions for 5/19: If you don’t have access to internet to watch the video lesson recording and/or 

you want additional information about the Ides of March or Julius Caesar you can read this and 

answer the short response question at the end. 

 

Now You Know: What Really Happened on the Ides of March? 

TIME Magazine Merrill Fabry March 15th, 2016 

Link (Has Photos to Go With): https://time.com/4254171/ides-of-march/ 

The Ides of March—Mar. 15 on our current calendar—is famous as the day Caesar was 

murdered in 44 BCE, but the infamy of the calendar date tends to obscure the actual history of what 

happened then. Few can give more than a couple of lines from Shakespeare’s play  Julius Caesar, in 

which the soothsayer tells the emperor to beware the date.  

But how did Julius Caesar actually die? 

Here’s what was going on in Rome at that time: the empire had faced a century of challenges 

and violence. Fighting (an eventually winning) the latest civil war only strengthened Caesar’s rule of 

Rome. At first, he had been meant to be absolute ruler for one year. Then a decade. Soon enough, he 

was named dictator for life. “Rome had never had a dictator for life, much less a dictator for ten 

years, and people were very sensitive about that” says Barry Strauss, a professor of history and 

classics at Cornell University, and author of The Death of Caesar. 

The ruler tried to convince the Roman people, particularly the nobility, to follow him —but it 

didn’t work. Rome’s elite reached the conclusion that Caesar’s real goal was to be “an uncrowned king 

of Rome,” Strauss says, and leave Rome’s traditional nobility “holding empty titles without real 

power.” Some even saw his affair with Egypt’s Queen Cleopatra and the recent adoption of  a calendar 

based on Egypt’s as evidence he wanted a monarchy like Egypt’s . 

A group of about 60 men began to plot how to rid Rome of Caesar. Many of the conspirators 

were trained military men who, according to Strauss, spent weeks, if not months, planning Caesa r’s 

downfall. They were led by a group of three—including Marcus Brutus, of “Et tu, Brute” fame—whose 

individual motives went beyond a quest for liberty, Strauss argues. “The real Brutus” he says, “was a 

complex character, who yes, did care about liberty, but he also cared about the power and prestige of 

his own family,” as opposed to the idealistic hero of Shakespeare or Dante’s betrayer consigned to 

hell. 

And yes, the deed did go down on the Ides of March.  

The reason was that the conspirators had a deadline: Caesar planned to leave Rome on Mar. 18 

to settle some of his veterans in southern Italy before going east to begin a long campaign. If it didn’t 

https://time.com/4254171/ides-of-march/
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happen before then, the chance would not come again soon and their plot could not be kept secret 

forever. That’s why, even though Caesar almost stayed home due to unfavorable omens and a spell of 

dizziness, one of his eventual assassins—Decimus, a close friend of his—convinced him it would be an 

insult to the Senate to not attend. Once there, with no bodyguards and with his friend Marc Antony 

waylaid by conspirators, he was attacked. Caesar was stabbed a total of 23 times. Once he died, the 

assassins marched to the Capitoline hill, a half mile away, along with a troop of gladiators. The 

gladiators, Strauss says, had been prearranged “to protect the conspirators in case there was any 

resistance to their effort.”  

At this point, Strauss says, “the future of Rome is up for grabs.”  

In the days that followed, the people of Rome gathered to listen to speeches from both sides, 

those who saw the conspirators as liberators and those who saw them as criminals. At first, a 

compromise was proposed: the assassins would get amnesty, but the laws that Caesar had passed as 

dictator would not be nullified by that recognition of his actions as an overstepping of power. The 

decision, Strauss says, was “peaceful but not particularly stable”—and by Caesar’s funeral on Mar. 20 

it was already obsolete. After Marc Antony’s stirring pro-Caesar funeral speech a riot broke out, as 

depicted in Shakespeare’s play, and Caesar’s body was burned in the forum. The image of the 

conspirators as “misguided liberators, somehow representing everything that was good abo ut the 

Roman spirit” persisted over the years, Strauss says, but the reality is more complicated.  

The riot wasn’t even the real turning point, he believes. Instead, Brutus’ failure to ingratiate 

himself to Caesar’s military would reverberate throughout the  rest of the empire’s history. The 

fighting and kaleidoscope of shifting alliances that followed the assassination led to decades of 

conflict. By the time the dust cleared, the Roman emperor had more power than ever.  

“It’s tremendously ironic because the assassins think that they’re going to save the Roman 

republic, but in fact it turns out to be completely opposite,” Strauss says. “They set in motion 15 years 

of events which cement the Roman empire and turn Rome permanently into a monarchy.”  

 
Short Response Question: 

• Why were people concerned about Julius Caesar and what did they hope to prevent? Were they 

successful? 
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Instructions for 5/20: If you don’t have access to internet to watch the video lesson recording and/or 

you want additional information about the Carthage or Hannibal you can read this and answer the 

short response question at the end. 

How (and Where) Did Hannibal Cross the Alps? Experts Finally Have Answers 

LiveScience Mindy Weisberger April 10, 2018 

Link (Has Photos to Go With): https://www.livescience.com/62265-hannibal-alps-crossing-mystery.html 

For over 2,000 years, historians have argued over the route used by the Carthaginian general Hannibal 

to guide his army — 30,000 soldiers, 37 elephants and 15,000 horses — over the Alps and into Italy in just 16 

days, conducting a military ambush against the Romans that was unprecedented in the history of warfare.  

Such an achievement required careful planning and strategizing, but with little physical evidence of the 

journey available today and few recorded details of the crossing, uncertainty remains about how it was 

accomplished. 

However, in "Secrets of the Dead: Hannibal in the Alps," a new documentary airing on PBS tonight 

(April 10), a team of experts takes a fresh look at Hannibal’s incredible trip across treacherous mountain 

terrain. Together, they re-create his long-lost route and reveal the latest discoveries about his historic 

accomplishment — and depict the famous elephants that played a critical part in his victory against the 

Romans.  

In 218 B.C., when the crossing took place, the powerful nations of Carthage and Rome were at each 

other's throats. To defeat the Romans, Hannibal did the unthinkable — he led an army through a mountain 

region spanning about 80,000 square miles (over 207,000 square kilometers) — and descended on Rome from 

the north, where the nation least expected an attack. 

For the documentary, the production team assembled archaeologists, paleontologists, animal trainers 

and mountaineers, re-creating Hannibal's route on foot and testing evidence and methods along the way, the 

filmmakers said in a statement. 

Finding the Path 

The most obvious route for Hannibal to have taken through the Alps is called the Col du Clapier, known 

in antiquity as the Way of Hercules, historian and archaeologist Eve MacDonald, a lecturer in ancient history at 

Cardiff University in the U.K., told Live Science. 

MacDonald, who appears in the documentary, explained that the team uncovered evidence suggesting 

that Hannibal took a much more dangerous and extreme route — the Col de la Traversette — which was at a 

higher elevation and had a much steeper ascent and descent, but offered far quicker passage through the 

mountains, despite the extra risks. 

"That's key — it was the fastest route, and the least expected," MacDonald said. 

This also supports historical accounts by the Greek historian Polybius, who lived from around 200 B.C. 

to 118 B.C., and who described Hannibal choosing "the highest paths" for his army, MacDonald added. 

https://www.livescience.com/62265-hannibal-alps-crossing-mystery.html
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The clues that pointed to Hannibal's path were preserved not in recovered records or military artifacts, 

but in soil deposits along the Col de la Traversette, in miry areas that may have been used long ago by the 

army's many animals as watering holes — and as a toilet. Compounds that are found in horse manure were 

plentiful in the sediment, suggesting that thousands of years ago, an army-size group of horses likely relieved 

themselves while resting, according to the filmmakers' statement.  

Beasts of Burden 

Speculation also lingers about Hannibal's war elephants and where they came from. Hannibal's beasts 

were long thought to be Asian elephants (Elephas maximus), due to prevailing myths that those elephants are 

more trainable than African elephants (Loxodonta africana and Loxodonta cyclotis), Victoria Herridge, an 

elephant expert for the documentary and a paleontologist at the Natural History Museum, London, told Live 

Science.  

But that simply isn't the case. In fact, on coins from Carthage depicting realistic representations of 

elephants, the animals closely resemble the African species in the size and shape of their ears, and in their 

distinctive, saddle-shaped backs, raising the possibility that the Carthaginians were importing their elephants 

from northern Africa, Herridge said. 

If that were true, Hannibal's elephants may have represented a smaller, now-extinct subspecies of 

African elephant; historical accounts described northern African war elephants as fearful of the bigger Indian 

war elephants, while modern Asian elephants are generally smaller than their African cousins, Herridge 

explained. 

Elephants require vast quantities of food — about 220 lbs. (100 kilograms) per day — which the army 

would have needed to bring along with them, as there wasn't anything for the animals to eat along the way. 

But the elephants would likely have handled the terrain and the distance quite well, as they frequently have to 

cover great distances and cross mountain passes in both Africa and in the Himalayas, Herridge said. 

Ultimately, Hannibal's brazen maneuver — elephants and all — couldn't save Carthage, which Rome 

defeated in the Second Punic War (218 B.C. to 201 B.C.). However, as this documentary demonstrates, his 

ambitious journey still fuels imaginations and raises intriguing questions about achieving the seemingly 

impossible — for people and for elephants. 

Short Response Question: 

• What made Hannibal’s feat of marching elephants over the Alps so incredible? What made it difficult 

to travel the mountains? 
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5/21 and 5/22: How to Build a Fictional Hero Cheat Sheet: 
 

Instructions: Use this document as a guide to help you build the hero you will write about in ELA. Each 
section has instructions for you to follow along with descriptions to help you generate ideas. At the end of 
this document I will create an outline for you to use to complete this assignment. It will help label, organize, 
and describe your hero to me. I recommend using a highlighter to pick out pieces that apply to your 
character. It may be helpful to color code it. Example: Blue for strengths and red for weaknesses. You will 
also be asked to write a description of your character like you were telling me about a friend. It should not 
feel like a list. See my example at the end of this document. 

*Alternative Assignment: If you are tired of doing creative assignments that involve fictional aspects 
you can also follow the same steps and example at the end to write a description of a famous 
historical hero of your choice. You should still use the outline below to guide your writing. 

 
Personality Traits: Using the character sheet below read over and think about who your character is going 
to be. Think about what kind of person your character is. How would you describe their personality what are 
their strengths and what are their flaws? Are their ideas or beliefs that guide your characters thinking and 
decision making? 

*For example, a character who is very religious could use that faith to persevere when things seem 
hard or impossible. Someone without a strong religious faith may not be able to find the strength to 
carry on. However, having a strong faith could also be a flaw or weakness for a character because it 
might make them rigid or unable to accept things that challenge their faith. 

   
Physical Traits: You should also think about your character’s physical traits this includes what your character 
looks like physically but can also help you decide how your character overcomes obstacles and challenges.  

*For example, a character who is very intelligent and wise might be able to solve a problem without 
using violence but a character who is very strong and charismatic might be able to rally other people 
to fight with him/her to overcome an enemy. 

 
Character Skills: Finally, you need to think about your characters skills. This is the fun part. This is where you 
decide what your character is good at and what they are bad at. Well developed characters have flaws 
without flaws the story would be boring and uneventful. Heroes are just like normal people they have 
strengths and weaknesses. 

*For example, is your character sneaky and able to pickpocket the bad guys to get the information he 
needs. This would probably indicate he is not a very good fighter which I why it is important for him to 
be sneaky. This character might be very stealthy, acrobatic, and have good sleight of hand (think like 
your classic cat burglar or Robin Hood type character). Maybe your character is a doctor who helps 
people he might have skills in medicine, survival, and nature. This allows him to find plants or 
remedies out in the wild that he can use in medicine to help someone survive their injuries. 
 

Personality Traits: Follow the directions below and generate a name, ideal, bond, and flaw for your hero. 

• Name – Your character needs a name. Duh! This can be something simple, complicated, or a 
complex part of the story. To keep it simple just give your character a first and last name. If you want 
to make it complicated give your character title i.e. Kyle Schaeffer First Captain of the Royal Guard. 
Sometimes stories don’t give you the character’s name because maybe she needs to keep it a secret 
to stay safe. In Lord of The Rings Aragorn spends half the movies going by the name Strider to avoid 
people finding out who he is. 

 

• Ideals – Describe one ideal that drives your character. Your ideals are the things that you believe in 
most strongly, the fundamental moral and ethical principles that compel you to act as you do. Ideals 
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encompass everything from your life goals to your core belief system. Ideals might answer any of 
these questions: What are the principles that you will never betray? What would prompt you to 
make sacrifices? What drives you to act and guides your goals and ambitions? What is the single 
most important thing you strive for? 

 

• Bonds – Create one bond for your character. Bonds represent a character’s connections to people, 
places, and events in the world. They tie you to things from your background. They might inspire you 
to heights of heroism, or lead you to act against your own best interests if they are threatened. They 
can work very much like ideals, driving a character’s motivations and goals. Bonds might answer any 
of these questions: Whom do you care most about? To what place do you feel a special connection? 
What is your most treasured possession? 

 

• Flaws – Finally, choose a flaw for your character. Your character’s flaw represents some vice, 
compulsion, fear, or weakness—in particular, anything that someone else could exploit to bring you 
to ruin or cause you to act against your best interests. More significant than negative personality 
traits, a flaw might answer any of these questions: What enrages you? What’s the one person, 
concept, or event that you are terrified of? What are your vices? 

Physical Traits: This gives you a brief overview of what your character looks like and helps govern what 
character skills your hero might be good at. Each Character Skill will be labeled with one of the below 
physical traits. Make sure you understand the definitions of Six Physical Traits. 
 
(INSTRUCTIONS): Choose three that your character is strong in and one that your character is weak in. You 
can do this by highlighting sections that apply to your character in different colors for strengths or 
weaknesses. 
 
Strength - The measure of your athletic skill. How effective your character is at applying brute physical 
force. Strength is checked when your climbing, swimming, or jumping. 
Strength applies when you try to accomplish tasks like the following: 

• Force open a stuck, locked, or barred door 

• Break free of bonds 

• Push through a tunnel that is too small 

• Hang on to a wagon while being dragged behind it 

• Tip over a statue 

• Keep a boulder from rolling 
 
Dexterity - The ability of your body to obey your commands. The higher your score in this ability the more 
light on your feet you are. If Dexterity is your highest ability score your character is good at balancing in 
precarious situations. Your quick reflexes allow you to jump out of the way of harm be it a trap, sword, or 
spell. 
Dexterity applies when you try to accomplish tasks like the following: 

• Control a heavily laden cart on a steep descent 

• Steer a chariot around a tight turn 

• Pick a lock 

• Disable a trap 

• Securely tie up a prisoner 

• Wriggle free of bonds 

• Play a stringed instrument 
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• Craft a small or detailed object 
 
Constitution - measures how long you can hold your breath, survive in extreme environment conditions, 
battle fatigue, and toxic effects to alter your body through poisons or spells. 
Constitution applies when you try to accomplish tasks like the following: 

• Hold your breath 

• March or labor for hours without rest 

• Go without sleep 

• Survive without food or water 
 
Intelligence - How book smart is your hero? Is your hero logical and able to carefully recall details of history, 
contents of a room, remember an important and even obscure detail or clue? Intelligence measures these 
abilities. 
Intelligence applies when you try to accomplish tasks like the following: 

• Communicate with a creature without using words 

• Estimate the value of a precious item 

• Pull together a disguise to pass as a city guard 

• Forge a document 

• Recall lore about a craft or trade 

• Win a game of skill 
 
Wisdom - Your character has a knack for picking out lies others speak and being fully present more so than 
most others. Your character can puzzle together solutions without having all the evidence in front of them. 
The difference between Intelligence and Wisdom is Intelligence is knowing while Wisdom is feeling.  
Wisdom applies when you try to accomplish tasks like the following: 

• Get a gut feeling about what course of action to follow 

• Discern whether a seemingly dead or living creature is undead 
 
Charisma - the more commanding, charming and confident they are. Charisma is a game changer in social 
interactions. Knowing social queues and when to employ them to your advantage are the hallmarks of a 
hero with charisma. 
Charisma applies when you try to accomplish tasks like the following: 

• Find the best person to talk to for news, rumors, and gossip 

• Blend into a crowd to get the sense of key topics of conversation 

Character Skills: Below is a list of skills you can use to help you build a character. Each skill has an 
explanation and examples of where that skill may apply. 
 
(INSTRUCTIONS): Choose 5 skills that will apply to your hero and show up in your story. You can do this by 
highlighting things from different section get creative, but you also need to be selective. 
 
Acrobatics - encompasses your ability to stay on your feet in a tricky situation. The following are examples 
of when you might be asked to make an Acrobatics check: 

• Running across a sheet of ice 

• Balancing on a tightrope 

• Staying upright on a rocking ship’s deck 

• Performing acrobatic stunts, including dives, rolls, somersaults, and flips 
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Athletics - encompasses your ability to succeed in difficult situations you encounter while climbing, jumping, 
or swimming. Examples include the following activities: 

• Attempting to climb a cliff 

• Clinging to a surface while something is trying to knock you off 

• Jumping an unusually long distance or pulling off a stunt midjump 

• Struggling to swim or stay afloat in treacherous currents or something trying to pull you underwater 
or otherwise interfere with your swimming 

Animal Handling - measures your ability to tame and use animals to assist you. This might include: 

• Calming down your mount if they have been frightened 

• Determining if your mount could make a jump 

• Being an expert horseman or rider 

• Training a wolf or bird of prey to assist you 
Deception - encompasses your ability to convincingly hide the truth, either verbally or through your actions. 
This deception can encompass the following: 

• Trying to fast-talk a guard or con a merchant 

• Passing yourself off in a disguise 
History - measures knowledge about historical events, legendary people, ancient kingdoms, past disputes, 
recent wars, and lost civilizations. 
Insight - encompasses your ability to read the true intentions of a creature, such as when searching out a lie 
or predicting someone’s next move. 
Intimidation - When you attempt to influence someone through overt threats, hostile actions, and physical 
violence. 
Investigation - When you look around for clues and make deductions based on those clues, you use your 
investigation skill. Examples would include: 

• Deducing the location of a hidden object 

• Discerning from the appearance of a wound what kind of weapon dealt it 

• Determining the weakest point in a tunnel that could cause it to collapse 
Medicine - encompasses your ability to stabilize a dying companion or diagnose an illness. 
Nature - measures your knowledge about terrain, plants and animals, the weather, and natural cycles. 
Perception - measures your ability to spot, hear, or otherwise detect the presence of something. It 
measures your general awareness of your surroundings and the keenness of your senses. Examples of this 
would include: 

• Trying to hear a conversation through a closed door, eavesdropping under an open window, or 
hearing monsters moving stealthily in the forest 

• Spotting things that are obscured or easy to miss, such as whether there are orcs lying in ambush on 
a road, thugs hiding in the shadows of an alley, or candlelight under a closed secret door 

Persuasion - When you attempt to influence someone or a group of people with tact, social graces, or good 
nature. Persuasion typically comes up over deception when you are acting in good faith, fostering 
friendships, making cordial requests, or exhibiting proper etiquette. 
Religion - measures your knowledge about deities, rites and prayers, religious hierarchies, holy symbols, and 
the practices of secret cults. 
Sleight of Hand - determines your ability to plant something on someone else without them knowing or to 
conceal an object on your person. Determines whether you can lift a coin purse off another person or slip 
something out of another person’s pocket. 
Stealth - measures your ability to conceal yourself from enemies, slink past guards, slip away without being 
noticed, or sneak up on someone without being seen or heard. 
Survival - encompasses your ability to survive in the treacherous wilderness. This could include: 
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• Following tracks of game or a monster that you are hunting 

• Guiding your group through frozen wastelands 

• Avoiding quicksand and other natural hazards 

Character Description Instructions:  
So, a lot of students know I run a Dungeons and Dragons group with a set of students at school and that I 
often play myself. In fact, this document and a lot of the vocabulary, descriptions, and structure borrowed 
from my experience with creating a character or hero for DND. Below is a description I created for the 
character I have been playing for a few years now and serves as a good example for what I am expecting 
from your character description as it explains my characters back story using the outline above. 
Example: (480 Words Long) 

• I play a Druid gnome character whose name is Red Beard of the Eastern Fringe and goes by Red 
Beard for short. He dresses as a raggedy old man not unclean but to avoid drawing attention. Druids 
are in tune with nature and have some magical abilities although not near as powerful as a wizard. 
Most of his powers revolve around healing and using nature as a weapon. Redbeard can resurrect a 
companion from death or use lighting to strike down an enemy. He is incredibly idealistic and a 
hermit who wanders from place to place seeking knowledge and information. He believes that all 
knowledge should be available and that nothing should remain hidden. However, this is also his flaw. 
If he attains information that should be a secret or more often someone else want to remain a secret 
it can cause conflict as they try to silence him. To keep him grounded and connected in the world he 
carries the Amulet of Vorn which contains a powerful spirit that keeps him protected or that can be 
unleashed when times are dire. He received the amulet from an ancient shrine deep in the 
Underdark with his companions, but they were separated by magic after completing their quest. He 
wanders in hopes of being reunited with them but loses more hope every day as the world is large 
and vast.  

• This amulet means he does not need to wear armor to stay protected, but he has collected many 
relics and artifacts over the years. He also has wears armor made from the bones of a dragon that is 
enchanted to be invisible. Again, to avoid drawing attention. He carries and enchanted staff that 
lights up dark places but only for himself. Again, to avoid drawing attention. Noticing a pattern. 
While he has the appearance of an old, frail, little gnome he deceptively powerful. He is wise, 
intelligent, and charismatic. He is valued for his knowledge of the world and the peoples in it and can 
often time sway strangers to his side. On the flip side he does not have very much physical strength 
or dexterity due to his old age and small size.  

• Because he is a druid, he is skilled with animals and nature. He can tame tiger to ride or use vines to 
entangle a foe. His travels make him extremely knowledgeable about historical events and the 
world’s various religions/beliefs. All these experiences make him blend well and easy to befriend 
often being very persuasive when he needs to be or needs help. His knowledge of plants and herbs 
makes him a gifted natural healer. He often collects herbs along his travels to dry for later use when 
needed especially ones with healing properties. He also has a knack for detecting poison or 
identifying deadly plants. 

• I like to think of my character as Gandalf meets Indiana Jones. 
Character Description - Your Turn: (Feel free to type it or write it separately on a piece of lined paper) 
Follow the Same Format I Used: 

1. Short description of your character. 
2. Short Description of their personality. 
3. Short Description of their skills and abilities. 
4. A pop culture reference or comparison or a meme. 

 


